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Senate Studies
Budget Formula
To Cure Woes

By ROBERT R, LEE
LOBO Staff Writer
ASUNM
President
Tom
Williams
presented
Senate
. President Dave Garcia with a copy
of a. proposed ASUNM-budget
forrp.ula at Wednesday's senate
meeting. Williams asked the senate
to ~Judy the formula "for the next
month" and report back to him,
The formula was developed by
Mike Roeder, assistant manager of
the New Mexico Union. Williams
did not elaborate on the nature of
the formula. He said the formula is
"supposed to solve ASUNM's
budget problems."
Williams added, however, that
an_ executive committee formed by
him to study·the formula "cfoesn't
think it's a very good plan. We
think there are some problems with
it."
The senate passed appropriation
bills for the UNM Veterans
Association, .ATM Business Clu~,
•
.
lnter-Fratermty . and Panhellemc
The plant show m the New Mexico Union ball,oom ends i week of gl'fiBnery thia evening at 8:30. The Councils (IF-PC)
and the
plantsal'tlonuletothepub/ic.
Homecoming Committee• at the
meeting.

•
.A .Gard en Q f . Cost Jy Dehghts

The senate also passed an
amendment to' the Black Stuoent
Union (BSU) appropriation cutting
the BSU funds by I 0 percent.
Only one . senator, · Zach
McReynolds, missed the meeting,
The motion to ame1id the BSU
bill was made by Sen. James
Thomas, Finance Committee
chairperson. The amen.dment was
approved unanimously.
Williams had asked the senate to
reconsider the BSU bill because the
senate is short of money, Williams
said.
The Homecoming Committee
was allocated $335 by the senate ..
Carol Pavletich, homecoming
chairperson, said that · the $335
would be deducted from the $660
that the committee has requested
(rom the UNM administration. ·
The committee requested $1 ,261
from the senate on S'ept. 7. This
amount was cut to $511 by the
Senate Finance Committee. Sen.
Rudy Martinez walked out of the
Sept. 14 meeting in order to prevent
passage of an $866 appropriation
(cont. on page 8)

For Shopping Area Stqdy

UNM & City Join Forces
By ED LOPEZ
LOBO Staf.f Writer .
University officials signed a contract with the City of
Albuquerque to have the UNM School of Architecture and
Planning conduct a study of the Winrock-Coromido shopping
area. The study is to form the basis for a series of recom•
mendations to the City Planning Dept. regarding future
development of ttie Area.
For the first .phase of the,study, the city will pay UNM $9,~3
·for faculty wages, student stipends, expenses, and administrative overhead costs. Another. contract will be drarted
for the second phase of the study.
The City Council gave its approval for the agreement Sept.19.
The Winrock-Coronado area was designated an urban center in
the Comprehensive Plan adopted by the city and Bernalillo
County in 197.5. An urban center is a large, high-density area
with multiple funcitons that serves a metropolitan area.

Fourteen students of the Interdisciplinary Graduate Studio of
Environmental Design will conduct the two-phase study. The
studio studies complex urban problems and works on planning
and design solutlons.
Students will analyze the existing environment, urban services, plans, and political, economic, and cultural aspects of the
area. Special emphasis' will . be plact>d on transportation
facilities·, inCluding the phasing of such facilities to achieve the
desired urban form.
•
Assoc. Prof. Paul Lusk, one of three professors Who will
oversee the project, said the first phase of the study to ·be
conducted during the current semester will incJude defining area
boundaries, problem identification, development concepts and
drafting a general development plan.
'
During the "second phase of the study in the spring semester
students will do detailed d'esigns within their specialty areas'
Lusk said.
'

\~

Kleinhenz
. Calls It Quits
Frank Kleinhenz, the city's chief
administrative officer under
outgoing Mayor Harry Kinney,
announced his resignation, effective Nov. 30, the day before
mayor-elect David Rusk takes
office.
Rusk said during the mayoral
C!!mpaign he would replace
Kleinhenz shoula he· be elected.
Kleinhenz
announced · his
resignation· late Thursday afternoon, saying he planned to go
into some other public office.
He has been Albuquerque's chief
administrative officer for the past
·
three years.

NORML Hits Arrest Reco-rds
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By PAUL SCHERR
LOBO Staff Writer
A potentially damaging criminal
arrest record is a major reason for
reducing the penalty for possession
of marijuana, said Alex Kaplan,
director of the New Mexico chapter
of the National Organization for
the Reform of Marijuana Lawa
(NORML) ..
Kaplan made the remark
'Thursday at a press conference in

eliminated if the law is adopted, the
number of arrests will probably
increase, he said, because the law
would be unifornliy applied. He
said many polcemen are re1uctant
to arrest someone for possession
"
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"e.,eople
will
smoke .
mlliljuen• reglll'dlea of the
laws.''

'.'

because of the criminal record the
person would likely receive.
''People will smoke marijuana
regardless of the laws," Kaplan
·said. We need a rational policy to
deal with it. It's like arresting·

everyone in Albuquerque for
possesion of one ounce of alcohol-it just isn't realistic.
"Ultimately, people should be
allowed to cultivate marijuana for
their own use. That would eliminate

the black market types_of situatidns
smokers are forced to deal with."
Citing figures compiled by the
New Mexico Dept. of Hospitals and
Institutions, Kaplan said the
savings to the city would be an
estimated $800,000 if marijuana
were decriminalized .
According to the figures, 850
persons were arrested last year in
Bernalillo County for possession of
marijuana, although 60 per cent of
the arrests were made in connection
with other violations.
Volunteers from NORML and
the New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group (NMPIRG) are
curently circulating a peytion in
favor of the pro,posed law. 1f the
required number of signatures arc
collected, the ordinance will.then be
acted upon by the City Council,
which will either accept it or put it

which he discussed the ml!nicipal·
initiative proposed by NORML to
reduce. the penalty for possession of.
less than one ounce of marijuana to
a $25 civil fine. it is presently a
misdemeanor, punishable by a fine.
of$50 and/or t.5 days in jail. .
11 Th~ issue o( an arrest record is
"We expect older voters to
important when someone' is apreact
favo,ably
to .the
plying for a job, or for admission to
chan
e· ••• "
law school, or 011 any appli'catk~n
that asks 'flave you ever been
up fora sp~cial election.
convicted of a crime?'," Kaplan
·
Kapfan said lie hopes for an
said.
election
in February 1978..
"We expect older voters to react
''The
issue is; too controversial
favorably to the change because it is
Alex Kaplin (middle), director of the New Mexico chllpte, of ifJORML spe~~ks at a p,eu confel'8nce in fo,r ~h~ ,City Council to Jniti ~te,' '. h(:
their sons and daughters who are
the Albuquetque PNa C,lub Thunday, on the damege poaeuion ofsmallammounts of ma,quanil said, ,, so we are focmg It upon
receiving the arrest records.'' ·
them .
. AlthoUgh c~iminal records Will be t:1111 do a, e penon,_ e,.,.., NOOifl. Dave Gl'llfln (I'IIJhtJ end Dllve MiUtu (NMPIRGJ join Kapllln.
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Belgrade Conference

'

.N·o · Name- Calling

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (UP!) 'denounced Communist repression, western attempts to interfere in tfi'e
· .g - The United' States 1:hursday and the Soviet Union ,condemned internal affairs of other countries.
But in opening statements at the
..,. ___""'-==-=---=-----:-:--:--;;-;;;------::;----'------,
Belg,r.ade
Conference reviewing the
~
1975 Helsinki Accords on
European -· Security· . and
cooperation, the two superpowers
politely refrained from referring to
the other CO).mlry by name.
U.S. Ambassador Arthur J.
~
Goldberg complained that "some
<;:f
A member of the
nations in the East" had failed to
~
Jive up to the pact's provisions on
~
human rights, and Soviet delegate.
Yuly Verontsvo. accused "certain
.circles in the West" of working
against Detente.
The American criticized Com- ·
munist jamming of western ntdio
broad.casts and res.trictions on the
r.ight
of individuals to travel or
For more details and to sign up for an
emigrate,
-But in line with his stated
information session contact
aim to avoid a confrontation with
Career Servibes
the Kremlin, Goldberg kept his
Mesa Vista South
language
polite.
Room 2131
Vorontsov called for ''strict
ff~~f,lf,l~~~~ffff ~~~ffffffffffffffffff ~ffffffffffff~~ffff respect for the soyereignty and for
the principle of non-interference in
te internal affairs, laws and
regulations of every country."
He defended his country's record
ARE NOT JUST
since Helsinki, saying the Kremlin
FOR DANCING.
has promoted trade and freedom of
information.
"In our country human rights ·
Danskin's "Free-Style"
and fundamental freedoms are
Leotard/Swimsuit is demore than just proclaimed am! laid
signed for many purposes:
down in Jaws, they are guaranteed
Dance, Swimming, Exercise,
by our socio-economic system
itself," Vorontsov said.
Gymnastics. Looks great
· And in an apparen.t dig 'at the
for Casual as well as EvenWest, he added, "It is a fact that
ing Wear. From Danskinunemployment does not exist in the
the "body" people.
Soviet Union."

~
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The Georg$ WashingtoQ
University_
'
National Law Center·
Washington, D.C.

Committee on Recruitment
and Stuaent Life
will be on campus today.
Monday, October 10, 1977
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Chocolate

$15
open
'til 6pm

."

The Competition: Philip Morris Incorporated is sponsoring its
Ninth Annual Marketing/Communications Competition, offering winners cash awards for t~e development of a marketing/communications
proposal related to the company's non-tobacco products or operations.
It is designed to provide students with realistic and practical business
experience to supplement their classroom learning:
The Topic: Students may propos~ a program in corporate tesponsibility, marketing, promotion, advertising, college relations, communications, community relations, urban affairs, government affairs, etc.
The Judges: Members of the selection committee are: Eugene H.
Kummel, Chairman, McCann Erickson; Mary Wells Lawrence, Chairman, Wells, Rich, Greene; Arjay Miller, Dean, Stanford Business School;
William Ruder, President, Ruder & Finn~ and James C. Bowling, Senior
Vice President, Philip Morris Incorporated.
The Students: The Competition is ,open to students currently enrolled in any accredited college or university. Undergraduate students
must work in groups of five or more, and graduate students in groups of
two or more, both under the counsel of a full-time faculty member.·
The Prize: A first place award of $1,000 and a second place award
of $500 will be presented to the winning entries in the undergraduate and
graduate categories.
The Deadline: The deadline for proposals is December 16; 1977.

NewYork,N.Y.10017

By 'United 'f'reSii .lmernational

ffion.-Thuts 10-10
Ftl. So.t. 10-12
Sun.12-6

Uptown Stote ·
4517 Centto.l N.E.
266-9887

ffion.-So.t. 10-8
Sun.12-6

AMVo{dofExplanauon. ••'
NEW YORK -- A federal appeals court ruled Thursday that
The Concord Supersonic Jetliner, bitterly opposed by residents
of New York City and its suburbs as an unbearable noisemaker,
may begin 0perations at Kennedy Airport immediately.
The decision is expected to be appealed before the U.S,
supreme court in.Washington for a final ruling.
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the 2rid circuit granted a
motion for permission for immediate service made by British
Airways and Air France, operators of the Concord. The court
rejecteJ a bid by the Port Autho'rity of New York and New ·
Jersey to maint.ain its IS-month ban against SST operations at
Kennedy.
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Barriers Broken for Concorde
•WASHINGTON -- The House passed the AFL-CIO's
proposed new labor relations bill Thursday, reversing a string of
labor defeats this year from industry's supporters in congress.
The H ousc ,voted 257 to 163 for the measure, which would
severly penalize employers who violate labor law and help
unions reverse their decline in~mem12_ership. ·

'

The President Snys Yes
The mayor Says Yes
Why ·Don't YOU Say Yes
Sign The
()
Petition
Do Yourself A Favor

Labor Victorious in House Bill
Washfngton -- The State Dept. disclosed Thursday the United
States and Panama are trying to work out a joint statement on
the meaning of the canal treaties·and the disputed issue of U.S.
intervention rights.
·
The announcement followed the leak of a classified State
Dept. cable that cast doubt on U.S. claims to important defense
rights in the waterway and intensified sharp Senate opposition
<>
to the treaties.
The treaties have no legal affect in the United States until the
Senate ratifies them.

Please send me additional information
on the Competition.
Name'------------~--------

Address, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-:--_
School _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
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MIAMI .(U.PI)
Three television violence. ·
psychiatrists testified Thursday
Drs. .Charles Multer, William
they doubted IS-year-old Ronny Corwin and Albert Jaslow were the
Zamora had been "conditioned" i:o last witnesses heard by the jury
kill Elinor Haggart, an 82-year-old before prosecutor Toni Headley
neighbor woman. by an overdose of and defense attorney Ellis Rubin
made their final arguments.
Headley built his case on a
confession Zamora made to Miami
Beach Police Sgt. Paul Rantanan
the night Haggart's body was

Philip Morris Incorporated
Ann()unces Its
Marketing/Communications Competition

Write us and we will supply background information on the program
and on the corporation and its
products.
.
Philip Morris Marketing/
Communications Competition
Philip Morris Incorporated
100 Park Avenue

Unlvetslt,y $tore
2222 Centto.l S.E.
255-2225

\

TV Indoctrination Doubted

Style 1202
Black

4121 CENTIAL NE oppoalto Hllond Shopping

/
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t<.antanan said Zamora, after
caught
burglm izin11
being

Haggart's home dragged the
woman inside and made her sit on
the floor, mixed her several drinks.
brought her photos of her late
husband and tried for nearly two
hours. to tal~ her out of calling
police. When Haggart insisted on
calling police, Rantanan said
Zamore told him:
"I took a pillow, wrapped the
gun in the pillow and shot her. The
pillow didn't slop the sound very
will. She fell over. I knew she was
dead."

sunglasses?

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 82

• Ray-Ban and Photochrome sun shades
• Prescription and l'.ion-prescription
Best prices· fast service

No. 34

381400
The New Medco Dally Lobo is published
Mohda.y through Friday every 1egular week
of lhe University yenr.and weekly during the
summer session by the Board ol Student
Publications of the University of New Mexico,
and is not financially associated with UNM.
Second class postage paid t:.t Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87131. SubscriptJon ratlf" is
$10.00 for the academic year,
·
The opinions expressed on the edite(rial
pages of The Da([y Lobo arc those of 1the
author solely. Unsigned Opinlon is that of the
editorial board of The Daily Lobo, Notiling
printed fn The Dally Lobo neccss{\'rUy
represents the views of the University at New

Mexfco.

These Lps
& To.pes Also
On So.le •
Jimmy Buffett
Elvin Bishop
Steven Bishop
The Slo.ckbyrds
Chlco.go
The Dooble Brothets
Floo.ters
Ro.ndy Newmo.n
Jeo.n-Luc 'Ponty
Noel Polntet
Lindo. Ronsto.dt
Rolling Stones
Dlo.no. Ross
Steely Dan
George Duke
Tom Walts

We Still
Ho.ve Plenty
Of Cut-Outs
Reg.
So.le
~1.~~ .......... ~~
$2.4~ ....... $1.4~
$2.~9 ....... $1.99

All Deo.d · ,,''
Lps & To.pes~'
OnSo.le!

Take a

·sEMESTER
AT SEA with the
Institute for Shipboard
Education and theUniversity of Colorado.
Let this unique international program add an
important dimension to your
undergraduate experience.
Each semester the S.S.
Universe*-the education
ship-sails to fascinating
areas of the world.
Fully accredited, courses
·transferable.
Next sailing: Around·
the-world, Spring Semester,
..
.1978.
For further information;
Institute For Shipboard Education
Taj Mahal Building - Suite 206
P.O. Box 2488, Laguna Hills, CA 92653
CALL TOLL FREE 1800) 854-0195

*18,000 ton, Liberian registry

An AHIIIo.te of tile No.tlono.l Otgo.nl:zo.tlon fot the Refotm of ffio.rljuo.no. Lo.ws

"Gettln

Better

All The Time"

~*************************** **********************************"':**"*********~***************~t i

CLlNll'fL!ll~

I*....,.**********************
Ci'ty-Wi'de Weekend Acti'vi'ti'es Ji
******************************************************************'ft< .

· ~(D[J1JQ)fllaACL~
CDCPat:!l aCDt:!l~ .

-Sexist
Carto·on

CfA~

The Catbird's Seat

tl/\!L.-1 J-6{1,(,)

Jefferson's LOBO

Editor:
We vehemently protest the
repugnant sexism of the editorial
cartoon in the October 5th LOBO,
Not only is it in very poor taste, it is
an insult to all women, including
the candidates who are endeavoring to raise the image of the
UNM Ho.mecoming Queen:
Whether one agrees with the
concept behind th9 contest is
irrelevant; ·a cartoon such as this
reduces the status of -1111 women to
that of meat displayed for in·
spection by men.
Shanna Rampley
and others.

"Were it 1eft for me to decide whether we should haveJ! government
without newspapers or newspapers without a government, I should not
hesitate to prefer the latter."
·
--Thomas Jefferson, 1787
I'm sure there are· a large number of people this week who would like
to dispute our th~d president's statement. ci.verall, the local media has
taken quitEl a beating in the past few days, and the LOBO has taken one .
· of the worst.
In the mayor<~/ race, b.oth Mayor Harr'y Kinney and Paul Demos
blamed part of their defeat on incorr~ct reporting by the local media.
Kinney said the press had never really corrected mistatements directed
at him by Demos. Demos for his part, stopped short of saying the press
blew the election for him, but made strong .implications about the
impar~iality of the press·:
·
Twice this week, this page has been graced by letters complaining
about stories. One p·erson blamed the media for unfair coverage of
Demos' campaign. And Tom Newsome, former LOBO reporter, took a
few potshots at his former employers by saying we had incorrectly
reported the facts concerninghis case in the·Supreme Court.
I don't think it would do much good to launch defenses. of specific
stories since it would launch further charges ani! more defense,
Blaming the press for your problems is about as common as switching
lanes without putting ori your car's turning signal fn 'Aibuqueruqe. It's
just a·· fact of life. The only thing is, you. never hear someone complain
after a nice story.
.
But while these incidents interest us here at the LOBO; our main
concern this week has been the growing unrest and angry mood of the
ASUNM Senate against us,
If you're not·familiar with the LOBO·ASUNM wars, Jet rna clue you
in.
Every spring the ASU N.M Senate votes for a certain appropriation for
the LOBO. Then the students vote on whether to approve that ap·
propriation in the spring general election. ASUNM has been giving the
LOBO around $40,000 for the last few years·and that means you pay
about two and a half cents for each issue of the LOBO.
Of course, the Sflnate doesn't quite see it like that. While we look at'
the senate appropriation as money given to us by the students (since
it's part of your $12 activity fee), the senate feels it has bought $40,000
· worth of voice in the LOBO. Therein, the difference lies ..
This year,, perhaps more than in the past, we have been unusually
harsh on the senate. Mainly it's because we think they ate shirking their
responsibilities to the students and we don't cut them any slack when
they do that. So far this semester, two meetings have been called off
because. the senate did not reach quorum, the senate has overspent its
budget and there are any number of committees screaming because
they don't have any money. For each of these antics, we have jumped
on the senate's back. .
•
Some senators have taken offense at our particular remarks, and the
grumbling in the 'senate this week is getting louder.
Some defense of our position is in order.
By no means do we want to imply that every member of the senate
is an uncaring jerk who doesn't give a damn about the students. There
are a number of persons in the se[late who do care and are doing their
level best to b~ responsive to t~e students. But these senators' actions
are being circumvented by the misinformed, childish few who ruin
. things by walking out of meetings, or who simply don't show up.
ASUNM veterans will admit privately that this is one of the least effective senates they've seen in years..
The reason for this is, of course, the inept bumbling of a few. But the
senate also had problems getting into gear this year lacking full
membership because of last spring's election hassle.
But we can't make excuses for the senate. As long as the ineptitude
continues, we'll keep howling and just Jet the chips fall where they may
come next spring. We feel it's our duty to be a watchdog on the senate.
If we aren't, who will be?
If in the course of that watchdog action, we happen to get a few
noses out of joint, that's toug!'J, Like I said in the beginning, complaints
about the press are a fact of life~ We try, but aren't perfect.
But at least we've got Tom Jefferson on our side.

~OBO editorial phone 277·5656

LOBO Editorial Staff:
Edltor-Jn-chlef: Tim Gallagher
Managing Editor. Rebekah Szymanski
News Editor. Dolores Wood
Asst. News Edllor: O.M. Fl·tnn
Photo Editor: wendell T. Hunt
Sports Editor: Peter Madrid

Arti Edilor: George Gesner

· C<>py Editor,•: Kom~ Wat$ton
Ad Man~~g~ Frank Salazar
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The Iceman Writeth

By Steve Smith
This Saturday the Lobo football team play~ its home-opener against
Arizona State.
Schedules posted all around campus COI']Stantly remind me of this
fact. They also bring back to me a football memory I would just as soon
forget.
It happened back when I was a mere child of 13. I had foolishly
allowed my friends to talk me into trying out for a bantam (for boys up
to 15 years old) football team. Much to my surprise I made the team
•
albeit only as a benchwa rmer.
At first it was rather enjoyable. My friends were all duly impressed by
the fact that I was a real, honest-to-goodness Eagle.
Being a hotdog I milked this new-found celebrity for all it was worth,
Every afternoon I walked to school with my football cleats flipped
casually over my shoulder. "Football practice," I would say to anyone
who asked. On the day of a game I would appear at school in full
uniform, shoulder pads and helmet included.
I was able to maintain my charade because most of my friends stayed
away from my games. I think they were afraid that they might have to
confirm some of the stories that I was spreading about my incredible
football prowess.
If any of them did happen to show up, and were concerned about my
lack of playing time, I would simply explain, as I limped along the
sideline, that I was hurt that particular afternoon. I realized that playing
would be the only thing that would actually expose me as the biggest
phony in school.
It was a bleak, cold October day when this unfortunate event came to
pass. A group of friends decided to call my bluff.and appeared at an
Eagle game with as many of my classmates as they could muster.
I was giving them the usual I'm -hurt-today line as our team struggled
to hold a 7-6 lead. Our opponents had just fumbled the ball over to us
on our own five-yard line. It was here that disaster struck.·
"Hey, look! Somebody's hurt out there."
The coach searched the sideline desperately for a replacement. He
jerked a thumb at me.
"Smith I Get in there at halfback."
.f trotted out to the huddle. "Maybe I won't get the ball," I thought
hopefully.
"And tell him to keep the ball on.the ground!" the coach called after
me.
It was a rather tense situation for my first-ever football appearance.
First and 10 on our own 5-yard line and a one"point lead with two
minutes to go in the game.
.
•
Our first attempt from scrimmage was a handoff to the other running
back. He promptly got himself tackled for a three-yard Joss.
"We've got to give it to Smith," the quarterbacksaid grimly. "They'll
never be expecting it. Pitch out, sweep right."
As we lined up over the ball! began to delude myself. "Hell, if I can
pull this off I'll be a hero."
·
Suddenly we sprang into action. I took the pitch from the quar·
terback and was just starting to motor When I looked down. "Holy cowl
I'm still in ourendzone. I'd better get the..•."POW! Everything went
black.
I woke up on the sidelines. My first words were incredibly original.
'.What happened?"
"You ran Into the goalpost and flattened yourself, you stupid
dummy. Theygota safety."
A ~M~fety: I've hated that word ever since. Two pointS for the bad
guyi and the. first loss of the -1011 for the Eagles. From theri on I
carried my-cleats to school in a paper bag ..
So bat of luck Loboa on your home opener but forgiw me if I greet
the thud of the pigskin with lea t1we unbridled enlhulia~m.

..

Birch 3:30p.m., ch. 7.

Murder on the Orient Express,

Movies

'<"'
r

Yo}imbo, directed by Kurosowa

.o

I

3'

He MUSTNOT HAVe
me FUll STORY! $0M8-rw~·
ONe's Btel RZP/NG.
HIM A lOT OF BUU/
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BIG BUCKS

FREE

0

DOONESBURY.

Phony Footballer

Not of this Earth, sci-fi w/Paul

§·~

CHEAP

Albert Finney, 'Lauren Bacall and Samurai, Sl'~ at 7, 9:15 and II
· 11nd all star cast 8 p.m., ch, 7.
p.m. $1. on Fn.
.
Points
King of the Khyber Rifles, Tyrone- The Us _Th~oul!:h Yosernrte,
Audubon wildlife film, PopeJOY at
SAN FRANSISCO
4
Atlanta Power 11;30 p.m., ch. 7.
7:30p.m. $1 ,50 on sat.
Cincinnate
8
GREENBAY
Other '
Playtime, directed by Jacques T~;~ti,
'Dallas
5
ST. LOUIS
. Mass asscension of 200 hot a1r SUB at 7 and 9:15p.m. $1 on sat.
MINNESOTTA
10
Detroit
DENVER
11
Kansas City balloons, at dawn on Sat., Simms Easy Rider, Dennis Hopper and
field at Osuna NW and I-1''5.
Peter Fonda, Fox- Win rock at
BALTIMORE
-7
Miami
Grecian Festival at St. George's · midnight, 94 cents on Sat. .
.BUFFALO
5
New York Jets
Oakland
12
CLEVELAND Church, 308 High St. SE, on Fri., The story of 0, S & M porn at
S~;~t. and Sun. Food, entertainment,
midnight Coronado 4 on Fri. and
NEW YORK GIANTS
4
artifacts and cjancing.
Sat., $1.50.
·
Philadelphia
UNM
LOBOS
take
on
the
Arizona
Flesh
Gordon
at
Don
Pancho's at
Pittsburgh
10
HOUSTON
State
Sundevils
at
the
stadium
on
midnight
on
Fri.
and
Sat.,
$1.50
NEW ORLEANS 1 San D[ego
Sat.
at
7:30p.m.
Other
NEWENGLAND
19
Seattle
Bike rides on Sun. at 9 a.m. from
Washington 10 TAMPA BAY
Popejoy Hall. Two-hour ride for Herbert Levinson, viola; George
Mond?y night ,
beginners and a four-hour ride for Robert, piano at Keller Hall Sun. at
LosAngeles
6 CHICAGO advanced.
4 p.m.,50 cents.
Medical Center .. Library and
Resource Center dedication at the
UNM
Med. School Sat. at 2 p.m.
'
Campionship Wrestling at the Civic
T.V. Movies.
Lithography
-Exhibition Auditorium on Sun. 7:30. Tickets
"Lithography 11" at the UNM $4,$3.50 and $2.50.
Friday
.
. Fine Arts Center's lower galleries The Grateful Dead at the University
Mardi gras, Pat Boone 2:30 p.m., starting Sun. continuing through Arena Fri. at 8 p.m., $7.50.
ch.
7.
·
Nov.l9.
Macbett at the Vortex theater on
To be announced 8 p.m., ch. 7. · "Arenas of Conflict," exhibition Fri.,· Sat., and Sun. at 8 P.m.,
Matchless, Patrick O'Neal 11:30, by Arthur Sussman dealing $2.50.
ch.
13.
w/physical and spiritual aspects of
Saturday
human conflict. Jonson Gallery,
The Return of Giant Majin, Shiho 1909 Las Lomas.NE, Tues. through
Fujimura and Kojiro Hongo 12 Sun. noon to 6 p~m. until Nov. 4.
h
"Exhibition of Paintings by Ray
4·
noon,c
·
Jacobsen"
of California at the"
A Night in Casablanca, Grouch,
H arpo an d Ch .JCO 4 : 30 p.m., ch . 5., Janson Gallery. Today is the last
Rio Lobo, John Wayne 8 p.m.,, ch. day.
4.
·
"Contemporary Photography," at
the
Art Museum in the Fine Arts
Our Daily Bread, Karen Morley
Center.
Tues. through Fri. 10-5,
and Tom Keene 10 p.m., ch. 5.
Sun.
1-5
p.m.
until Oct. 16.
Man On a Tightrope, Fredric
Johnson
Gym
pool free swimming.
March 10:30 p.m., ch. 7.
·
Man
through
Fri.
7 a.m.-3:30p.m.
Detective Story, Eleanor Prer and
William Bendix 11:30 p.m:, ch. 13. Sat. and Sun. 12-4:45 p.m.

.'

By Tim Gallagher

Sunday

By D. M. FLYNN
LOBO Asst. News Editor
Probable point spread for this
week's NFL games. Favorites on
the left, home tea,m in UPPERCASE.

LOBO photo by WencH// r. Hunt

Sound Gcith~rer•.. Music. Giver.
60 Minute Recording Cassette
•PICk up two of these outstanding
C-60 cassettes no':', and get the
third one FREE.
•Extra h1gh output/low noise
formulotJon.
•No limit per customer while the
supply lasts ... hurry in today!
•Also special Bonus offer
cosselle storage system.

60 MIN.

·;

AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER

'

(Women and Minorities ai'e encouraged to apply)

Now Is The Time To.Qonsider
June Employment
Opportunities.

STrack's...

39

Career Employment Opportunities
With The
U.S. Central Intelligence Agency

MIN.

The Centrallntelligence Agency has professional opportun i·
ties for persons trained in the disciplines listed below. if you
are a senior or graduate student now completing your
studies we will be pleased to review your credentials.
.;omputer Science
Economics/Econometics
Electrical/Electronic Engineering
Foreign Area'Studies
.·
Foreign Language (Russian, Eastern Europe,
Middle Eastern, Oriental, Spanish)
International Relations
Information Science·
Mathematics
Nuclear Engineering
Physics
_Optics

by Garry Trudeau
'HUH? NO

8.0., THEY'RE 1<//)()1#6? I

At.8EAJJY
'l}IEI?P I

HAVEN'T Slf£N
THE PAifiK5

FO/( A/IJ{/(.{: ..

SUPER QUALITY •••
SUPER DEAL
• The Mus1c To peN by Copitol. is
high ·output/low noise
formulation for virtually perfect
recordings everytime. ,

'

• Pick up one of Jhese blo;Jk 90
minute 8 track cartridges now, at
the regular price ... get a second
ot half price!

Open 7 deys a week 9 o'clock until Midnight

All ,, :itial assignments are in the Washingt6n! D.C. area.
some require foreign travel. U.S. citizenship reqUited.

'\...-......_

..

Gef an application form from the Career Planning . &
Placement Center, 2nd Floor, Mesa Vista Hall, South. MAIL
IT NOW. Qualified applicants will be contacted to arrange an
Off·campus interview.
MAIL YOUR OWN R!:SUME OR APPLICATION FORM TO:
, L.L. CURRAN . ~

P.O. BOX669 .; .
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LAWN DALE;, CA.~UO:;eo
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Atenn Becomes Tettapin Station
~y

ROBERT SPIEGEL
Riding on a large new surge of ·
popularity generated by their new .
album · Terrapin . Station, the
Grateful Dead will bring their
famous high spirits to the UNM
Sports Arena tonight at 8.
a.m.Through their 10-year history,
the Dead have been one of
America's s.trongest and con"
slstently popular groups.
The Dead initially s.urfaced·
during the late-60's musical
renaissance in San Francisco, and
·their· music developed in the
ballrooms of that era. In that atmosphere the Dead were able to
combine experimental music with

good old rock and roll. Very few albums have certainly been ingroups have been able to manage teresting, but none have had the fullthis combination with the high ·force. of Terrapin Station. With this
degree of success of the Dead, and album they have not only attracted
it has brought them an extremely a larger, wider audien.ce, but they
devoted following. There ani ac- have done· so without sacrificing or
tually people who follow the disappointing their long-time
Grateful Dead around the country followers.·
when they tour.
·
Li~e many of the musical artists
There is a high level of exwho developed their music and pectation surrounding the Dead
fallowing in the late 60's, it has concert tonight, especially since
taken the Dead a while to adjust to they will appear without an opening
the peculiar mood of the 70's. It has act.
But the Dead have always
only been with the recent release of .been essentially a live group; their
Terqpin Station that the Dead have music expands before an audience,
once again become a. major so I'm sure very few will be
American group. Their last few disappointed. -
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WHO'S WHO

i....

Among Students In American
Universities And Colleges

z
":11

Applicl.lt'ions nrc now av111lable 1111d may be pl('ked up at the Student Activltics Cenlt•r. M IJuur, New
Mexicu Uniu11 Building, AnytlJW currently <:nrulkod nt UNM wlw ~ n ju;1inr, .wnior or gmdu~lc stuclerd
in gond st~nclhrg (2,0 ur higher) with his/her college i~ digiblv to upplr. Cr1•ups may sulunit the ruune:l' of
individuuls tht!y fed arc l)articularly descrvmg us wl.'lla.~ individual~ silbmitllng their uwn applications.
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Return Your Application To The
Student Activities Center, 1st Floor,
New Mexico Union Building
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Deadline: Friday, October 14,1977 at 5 p.m.
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Venge:anc;:e movie Rolling Blunder

Oktobetfest: Dance Days

i

cto er
Popejoy Hal'l

By TINA MEDINA
Rodey Theatre opens its new
season tonight with · dance
Octoberfest featuring the New
Mexico debut of four dances.
The performances will feature
choreography by UNM instructors
Loren MacDougal, Lee Connor,
and Alan Baker. Tonight's performance will begin at 8 p.m. with
other evening performances on the
8th 9th, 13th, 14th and 15th. There
will be two Sunday matinees on
.Oct. 9th and 16th at2:30 p.m.
Lee
Connor and
Loren
MacDougal will dance to music by

8:15 p.m.
Tickets AV<!i_lable At All Ticketmaster Locations

Albuquerque's first major
laser-light experience
Tickets

saso and saoo

with s1.00 UN M student discount

BUV1
GET1

FREE

Monday · Friday
5:00. 9:00

Merle Haggard and Dolly Parton in
Aztec Ballroom. Aztec Ballroom is
a light piece chOreographed by Lee
Connor.
Ash wind choregraph td by
Connor will be perfom1ed by nii1e
students. The pieee is accompanied
by Chopin music. It is a jumping
dance.
Sonatina, a lyricaldance about
young love, was choreographed by
Loren MacDougal. UNM students,·
Peggy Birge and Kim Corwin will
be'performing the dance.
Alan Baker's Galaxy is a contemporqry ballet performed by
UNM students. It is accompanied
by "Concerto for Percussion and
Small Orchestra" by Darius

Milhaud.
The program is rounded off by
two solos and a dance calling fpr a
large cast. Lee Connor will do a
piece choreographed by Carla
Maxwell of the Jose Limon Dance
Co. in New York. The piece is a
circus dance performed in masks. ·
Spanish Dance is performed by
Loren MacDougal. It is a modern
cla&sical dance created by Daniel
Nargrin in 1948.
Closing the evenings' shows will
be a piece c!"Joreographed by Cliff
Keuter, a guest instructor during
the past summer. Keuter created the
improvisational dance· on the
personalities of the students in the
show.

Absurd ffiQcbeth Takes Off
Macbellan absurdist ·takeoff on Shakespeare's Macbeth, opens
tonight at the Vortex Theater. Written by French playwright Eugene
lonesco, Macbell retains most of the main characters and much of the plot
of Shakespeare's tragedy.
Directed by William Guinee, Macbe/1 will include William Reichert as
Macbett, Cheri Brown as Lady Macbett, Mark Hetelson as Duncan, and
Bernie Bowers as Banco.
(Shakespeare's Banquo).
Macbe/1 will be performed Oct. 7-9, 14-16, and 20-22. If the sell-out
success of the Vortex's last play, Lu Ann Hampton Laverty Oberlander, is
an indication, it would be wise to get there as early as possible before the
Sp.m. show time ..
The Vortex is located in the alley at 106 A Vassar. Being a small, intimate theater with a capacity of 100 I cannot imagine a better place to see
theshow.
·

L.P.

Columbia

&«f
GOOOBUY

ALBUM of·the WEEK!
XI

The
Stone Brothers

Boogie To:

"Rolling Thunder," directed by John Flynn, is
showing at the Cinema East.
By DAN HUMENICK
In The Godfather, Francis Coppola showed
violence in unflinching detail, which shocked and
dismayed 1972 audiences. The gore was shown not
merely as sensationalism but as a pointed reminder to
vie,"vers that the lovable hoods they were responding
affectionately toward were actually ruthless killers.
Two years late, audiences were applauding and
shouting with glee as Charles Bronson viciously killed
various degenerates and night-crawling muggers in
Death Wish. They were enthusiastically responding to
a filmic hero who was wiping away crime in a manner
·
they wished they had the guts to do.
In 1977, movie-goers are no longer shocked by film
violence. They no longer want to see the villain killed
by the triumphant hero. Instead, audiences are now
turned on by the sight of blood, regardless of whose
blood it is. They don't care who gets killed, as long as
it is somebody.
I'm not talking about every movie-goer, of course.
I'm referring to a specific type of person, someone
who could enjoy a film like Rolling Thunder, a newly
released revem~e dram(l written by Paul [Obesession,

f'axi Driver] Schrader. The movie is so pointless that
the only thing of interest about it is the audience's
reaction, which is one ofsadislical delight.
When the protagonist, Major Charles Rane, a
recently returned POW who has survived seven
horrible years in a Viet Cong prison, is attacked and
tortured by homicidal maniacs who have broken into
his. l10me, the audience urged them on with shouts of;
"Shoot him! Kill him!" And when one of the
psychopaths eyes Rane's kitchen sink garbage
disposal, an expectant:"Boy, he's gonna get it now!"
was heard, causing I he audience to whoop and giggle
in anticipation of some imminent mutilation. They
were not disappointed.
To the surprise of no one, Rane goes on the ram-.
page after the perverts kill his wife and son. Rane
sad1'stica/ly murders those who "did him wrong." It
all seems so meaningless and unnecessary, and so very,
very sick.
· Rota)lg Thunder attempts to justify its existence by
pretending to be a "serious" examination of how a
deadened POW would act in a violent world, but the
makers of this film are not fooling anyone. Trash is
trash, no matter how many attempts are made to
disguise it.

AJA: .Steely Dnn's Cl.assy ,Album
.

with a different set of studio producer Gary Katz they are to be
"Aja"/Steely Dani.ABc.AB-1006
musicians. Note the sax work commended for their achievement.
By RICHARQ L. HUGHES
Their change of focus should not be
Sometime during the career of especially. Similarly, side two has a held against them, even if it leaves
every name group, there is an mixed bag of people. "Home at some of us a bit miffed.
album billed as its very best, its Last" and "Josie" stand out, but
So is the trade-off worth it? That
definition, its Sgt. Pepper. Such is there are no clunkers on this album. depends upon your own slant, but
Keyboardist Donald Fagen and
the idea behind AJA, Steely Dan's
guitarist
Walter Becker are the only regardless of taste, this is one classy
latest release, and as usual the
members of Steely Dan, and with album. B plus.
billing is a bit premature.
AJA is technically as good as
anything I've heard. The crisp,
thoughtful sounds have been
carefully prssed onto disc. Even the
ablum cosmetics are state-of-the·
by JANE QUESNEL
art.
Last Wednesday evening, the New Mexico Union was the setting for the
This technical virtuosity has also first season concert of the UNM Symphony Orchestra, under the direction
dulled the gut-level potency of its of Joel Rosenberg. Although two works had previously been announced,
music. Gone is the desire to jump only Mahler's First Symphony, "The Titan," was performed.
around, laugh, cry, or ponder the
"The Titan" is a work of monumental proportio.ns, often demanding
world as it is. Oh' sure, there are extremes from different sections of the orchestra. The French horns
many flashes of that former power, performed admirably, executing passages among the most difficult written
but it is as compressed as the old for the instrument. High strings also worked well under the leadership of
stuff was expanded.
concertmaster Larry Watson, sustaining difficult harmonics and perSide one presents as three forming rapid scale passages flawlessly.
·
thorough. works, "Black Cow,"
While overall the performance of the orchestra was good, some sections
"AJA," and "Deacon blue," each 11eed to improve before ~he next concert of the season.
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RIDesaaa1111
FM 94
MIDNITE SHOW
Students
with ID
'1.25 every
Mon. & Tue.

MQvietone news
and cartoon
CENTRAL AT 2nd • 242-9741 • ACRES OF PARKING

R2PANCHO'~
~ 2108 CENTRAL SE e 247-4414

-A Tltnn Petformnnce

Greclnn Festlvnl '77 Begins
You can go Greek this weekend
without ever leaving Albuquerque.
'fhe third annual Grecian Festival is
set to open today at I I a.m.
The three-day festival takes place
at the St. George Greek Orthodox
Church Hall at 308 High St: SE on
Oct. 7,8 and 9 from 11 a.m. to 10
p.m.
This is a must for people fond of
the Greek culture; its food, music,
artifacts and dance. You will not

Specials

Covered

leave without learning to ciance the
hasapi ko. There was a good turnout last 'year, and the same is
expected this year.

Mon. ~Fri .
All Drinks

.,.,.ago.n

Makers of Hand Made

2Forl

Indian JeWelry

5-Bpm.

Shrimp
Cocktail

Friday: Jacques Tatl's comic

Playtime

81.00

7:00 and 9:15
~

UNCLE NASTY'S
_Lunches Monday Thru Saturday
t7Nites 4418Centra1S.E.

WITH THIS

COUPON

Friday:

complete
show at 8:00
Feature
at 8:15

~

Student
Directories

This Week:·
Traveller

?~

~

~

'

~

are on sale now
for25c
with "a val-it! UJI.iM ID
at the
Student Information Center
' in theSUJ3
and the UNM Bookstore

(0,

s

So.muro.i film: Yojlmbo
·The Union (sub) Theo.tre

7:00

A Fine Drinking Est.ablishmenl.

5001 Lomas NE • 256·1250
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Refund Seekers
Increase in 77 .

F~JI

Flus Make Their Debuts

is slipping into Albuquerque nurse coordinator at the Student
0 quietly, but be wary, for right on its
Health Center.
,..l
Students may get shot at the
tail are those nasty little flu bugs
~ called Hong Kong and A-Victoria. health center for free, though they
A
"This is the time of year to get must pay $2 for the vaccine.
0
your f)u shot," s(li.d Marion Lauer.
u
Since it (akes about 30 days for
.0

the vaccine· to build up defenses in
the body, the shot should be taken
in October or early November,
Lauer said.
It's a good precautionary
measure for anyone to get immunized but it's extremely important for those. with a chronic
disease, she said. "They're the ones
who can most adversely be affected
by the flu."

~
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· Reactions. may include slight
fever and overall achiness ..

EX'I'RAVAGEN'I'
PYm .
SHOW
at

UNIVERSITY

NEW MEXICO

of

in the

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
Sponsored by the

ALPHA TAU
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OMEGA

Last Day Sale
two·or more 10% off
8:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
HUGill$ BELECTICN DF PLANTS
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Approximately 1,450 students requested refunds.last week of the
$2 portion of each activity fee earmar.ked for the !'Jew Mexico Public
Interest Research Group (NMPIRG).
The figures, released by the Student Activity Office, show an increase in refunds from seven per cent last year, to ·nine per cent this
year.
Betsey Remsage-Healey, NMPIRG director, attributed the increase
to better publicity of the refund and procedure; "We expected it to 10
per cent," she said.
' .
"We're still pleased. Most people seem to be happy with the kinds
of things we've been doing," she added.
PIRG's charter from ASUNM stipulates that refunds must be made
available at a well-publicized date.

More AS~NM
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(cont. from page 1)

for the committee.
Pavletich called the ad- week as a means of saving money,
The senate had no money to ministration's contributiOll to he said.
"a
dangerous
appropriate at the Sept . .21 meeting, homecoming
The veterans appropriation was
and did not meet Sept. 28 for lack precedent."
passed at $2683, cut 10 percent
of quorum.
"Unless student government from $2982. The bill passed with 13
In
the
meantime,
the ·finances it, homecoming will be out votes and senators James Thomas
Homecoming Committee got of the students' hands in several and Phil Hernandez abstaining.
"a~out $700" from the Popular
years," said Pavletich.
Entertainment
Committee,
The homecoming appropriation
The ATM Business Club apPr,vletich said. On Sept. 29, the passed 9-7.
propriation was also cut I 0 per
committee requested $660 from the
The veterans, .and IF-PC bills cent, as was the IF-PC request.
administration's studerit affairs
were among four bills (including
office.
appropriations for the ASUNM
The business club's original
attorney general's salary) which
appropriation of $2,542 was
have been tied up for more than a reduced .to $2,268 and passed with
month.
12 votes and Sens. Thomas,
HAYAY SHALOM
Hernandez and Marilyn Sullivan
ASUNM
President
Tom abstaining.
Williams vetoed all four bills Sept.
Reco~~ed Message
'10. The senate · challenged the
Phone 296·8568
The IF-PC was given $1,282 as
legality of William's vetoes in
student court. The court ruled Sept. compared to an original request for
$1,425. Ten senators voted for this
27 that the vetoes were legal.
bill, Sens. Sullivan a'nd Elva Benson
GOOD LUCK
voted against it and Sens.. Thomas,
All four bilis were originally
passed between Aug. 31 and Sept. Rudy Martinez and Robert Roibal
abstained.

tn~rv
..

Nobody makes
Malt Liquor
like Schlitz.
Nobody!-.

.,.,n

7.

This Weekend
In The

IDWIY 111111!1
I~

Located In The Student Union
Building Basement

The attorney general's salary was
not considered by the senate
Wednesday, because the senate is
investigating whether it must (by
law) pay the attorney general at all.
ASUNM Vice President, Dave
Garcia, president of the senate,
suggested this to- the senate last

In other matters, Sam Soleyn,
Student-Community Relations
Committee chairperson, resigned.
Williams said that Soleyn resigned
"because he felt that his committee
was not getting the assistance from
student government that it needed
to be effective."

-

BEFORE YOU BUt
SEE WHY PUCH IS NO~1

On Friday, October 7th

The IUIWIY 1!11111 Will Be
C~tlll

"'1977 Jos. Schlitz Brewing Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

Because of the

IU!IDILIIU
Concert At The UNM Arena
----------------------------------~

Saturday, October 8
For Your Dancing Pleasure- The
Fantastic Show Group

Doors Open At 8:30p.m.

Being the No. 1 Moped isn't easy.
And it's not easy to explain. But we'll try.
Puch mopeds are pretty much built by hand.
Eaqh one is fully asse.mbled, started up and tested,
before it leaves the factory.
.
.
Key components like motor and frame are bUilt by Puch.
Which means a moped you can ~
trust.
A moped that's more fun be•
cause you spend your time riding
it, not bringing it back to us for

PUCH
THE

minor surgery.
L~k th~m all over, before you
dectde :-;htch o. ne you want.
Wedtd.
That'S why we sell Puch.

MAXIMUM
.

OPED
.

.

· .
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. .
· • ..
.

•

Admission Prices
Students
(With UNM ID, Plus One G•test)
S:l.OOeach ·
Public--52.00 each
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United Campus Ministry

2

~
3

.6:30p.m. Fridays: 'Singing Group
7:30 p.m. Fridays: R & R
Rest, Recreation and Sharing Fun

9:15 a.m. Sundays:
College Sunday School Class

. Frosh Entertain NMMI

5:3'0 p.m. Sundays: Meal
6:15 p.m. Sundays: Power Group,
Discussions, Shl!ring, Recreation

1?J'

~

At the United Ministries Center
1801 Las Lomas NE, 247-0497
One. block North of Scholes Hall
Sponsored by the Disciples of Christ, the United Church
of Christ, the United Methodist Church, and the United
Presbyterian Church in the USA.
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three' games whereas the'·, 'Devils' them playing like some of the fine
By PETER MADRil>
ASU teams of old."
have
won two and lost only one.
LOBO Sports Editor
Saturday
night's
game,
which
Saturday night at University
The game begins at 7:30 p.m. at
Stadium will be the last chance the will be UNM's first home game of
UNM football team will have to . the season, is ASU's first WAC Uni~ersity Stadium and about
15,000 fans are expected to be on
break a jinx that has plagued the game and the Lobos' second.
hand
for the final UNM-ASU tilt.
Offensively, the Lobos haven't
Lobos for 35 years.
The occasion is the last meeting made a good showing since. the
Prior to the UNM-ASU game, at
of the UNM Lobos and the Arizona opening game of season against
2
p.m. at University Stadium, the
State Sundevils in football as ASU\ Hawaii. Defensively, the · Lobos
lobo
freshmen en\ertain the New
leaves the Western Athletic have shown signs of experience
Mexico
Military Jnstitute Broncos
Conference to become members of considering the inexperience on the
in
the
Wolfpups
first home game of
squad.
.
.
the PAC-8.
the
season
.
. l,JNM head coach .Bill· Mandt
1942 was the last year UNM beat
said,·''We're
sure going to have to.
the Sundevils. The 'Pack' won by a
Despite the heart attack suffered
play
a
lot
better
than we have the
score of35-7 in Albuquerque.
by frosh .coach Reese Smith last
past
weeks
to
be
in
the
game
with
Both UNM and ASU are coming
Friday night, the game will still be
off defeats from last weekend. The Arizona , State. They have some
Lobos, in fact have lost their last great personnel and Frank Kush has played.
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Harriers Face f3uffaloes
Two of the West's best cr<isscountrv teams will trv to prove

CAESAR'S

~~
OPENING SOON!
home of the Italian
style hot dog
4701MenaulNE

Opportunity to participate in

research

$2.00/hr. for a hrs~ Research lnvoiYeS
listening to lists of words In Spanish &
English. Only requfrements are fluency In
both languages. Spanish learned first &
English learned as a child.
2.66·0320 after 5PM or weekends.

Saturday that they have more speed
and better stamina over six miles
than the other squad.
Big-8 champs Colorado ahd the
Lobos from UNM will meet on the
North Golf course at 10 a.m. and
UNM coach Bill Silverberg said he
thinks the winning team's margin
~ill be about four points.
"With us being home and the
quys getting in shape it should be a
good meet," Silverberg said.
This will be UNM' s first home
meet of the year.
UNM just missed winning the
Oklahoma State lnvational last
week when the Lobo's number-two
man, Peter Butler, got sick and
finished about SO places behind

Navy Officer.
·You Get Responsibility
The Moment You
Get The Stripes.
I

0

Lobos Host 'Devils

Central United Methodist Church
· One block west of UNM-215 Pine. NE.

Personal Counsel~ng Always Available ·

~

•

A lot of companies will offer you an important
sounding title.
But how many offer you a really important job?
In the Navy, you get one as soon as you earn your
commission. A job with responsibility. A job that
requires skill and leadership.
There are positions open in nuclear power, civil
engineering, aviation and business management for
qualified individuals.
Starting salary is $11,000 with bonuses in select
fields.
. Sign up for a personal interviews at the placement
off1ce Oct. 11th & 12th· or send resume to Officer
Programs Officer, Box 8667, Albuquerque, N.M. 87108.

Hurry!!
It's Our Last
Day on Campus

Peace Corps
Vista

what he is capable of finishing.
"Colorado has all of their good
kids back," Silverberg said.
Harrison Koroso grabbed first
for UNM in last week's invite but
Silverberg said that Koroso has not
yet reached top condition.
Silverberg said the best way to
check a team's ability is to find the
difference between .the times of its
best runner and its number five
runner. There i~ a little over two
minutes difference between Koroso
and the number five man Stanley
Waquie, based on last week's
results.
. "Right now its too big,"
Silverberg said but added "Our
front runners are starting to move
up and our back runners are getting
closer to the front."
''We would sure appreciate
anybody coming out to see us run,"
Silverberg said.
Colorado is favored to win the
Big-8 again, Silverberg said.

LOBO
PREY
VOLLEYBALL-The UNM
women's volleyball team will travel
to Utah again this weekend to begin
conference play against Weber
State and Utah State. The matches
begin today and last until Saturday.
TENNIS-Conference
matches
also begin for the UNM women's
tennis team. The fern netters are in
·salt Lake City, Utah for the first
round of Intermountain matches.
The women began their conference
play on Wednesday and the last
matches will take place today.
CROSS-COUNTRY-The
.
women harriers travel to Tucson
. .
'
Anz. thts weekend to compete in a
dual meet against the Wildcats on
Saturday. The Lobos will be taking
,the entire te<tm on the trip.
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WAC
GAMES
THIS

..

WEEKEND-Texas Tech at
Arizona, ARIZONA STATE at
NEW MEXICO, Brigham Young
at Orego,n State, COLORADO
STATE at TEXAS-EL PASO
WYOMING at UTAH.
'

at the

GEXERAL
STORE
111 Harvard SE- 266-7709
8117 Menaul NE - 296-5039

MOPED BIKE
DEALEB
Information Booth:
Student Union

LO\VAS

$399

.'
,,

Hl02ndNW
Interviewing
Seniors-Grads

Placement Office
Mesa Vista Hall

150

©1977MIIIet Brewing Co., !Jiilwaukee, Wis,

.G

JOE HEASTON MOTOR CO·
Models a.vuilablcwith oil cnjcctor
OI~Icst .Moped dealer in N.M.
Call Don at 247-2404 for
~rect information 011 Mopeds
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DENVER-FRAN~FURT

Christmas Chaner,
$445.00 round trip. Reservations lntcrcotllinental
Travel Cen!J.~ 12-6. 2(•5-9860. 10/18

Rates: l~c pet word per day, Jl minimum.
5 ot mote con·secutlve days,

l.

PERSONALS

----------------------------ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraceptlon, sterilization, abortion. Right t'O Choose, 2940171. 12/3
Arlen Asher Jazz Quartet every Friday, 5:30 Jo 7:30
p.m.- at NED'S! J0/7
STUDY IN QUITO, Ecuador, at UNM's Anclcnn
Center. Spring 1978. Information, 229 Ortega Hall.
277-2636 t0/28
GUYS & Dd'Ll.S-University Singles Club is here. H
you like to party, have fun, & meet people like
yourself, write to us for all tile free details_. P.O.
Box 12669, Gainesville, Florida32604. 10/10
CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 255·
8736, Ifn
Jesus reincarnated, named Michael, (Sec Danlc11.2: 1,
Revela1io11s 3:12) Religious authorities suppressing
the mnh. For detailed explanation or Revelations
write: Johannes do Silentio, P.O. Box 812, South
Bend, Indiana, 46~24, 1017
LONGING FOR BRIE? Jarlsbcrg? Roqucforl? Goat
cheeses. Church Mouse Cheese Shop, Old Town,
404 San Felipe, 11·7, Mon.-Sat. 1017
WRITER, 26, at end ar tragic love affair, seeks
female conwanion. Likes backpacking, physics,
running, jazz, Mexico, tennis, and marathon conversations. Please write P.O. Box 4411, Albuquerque, 87106. 10/12
HHKI, llovcyoul LLQD
1017
MAR'(: l knew it would happen. A summer apart
and you found someone else. At least the good food
nt Carrnro's hasn't changed, Maybe I'll sec you in
there for lunch sometime, or late some night lifter
studying for exams - they're open until I A.M.
Suriday thru Thursday and 3 A.M. on Friday and
Saturday. NICK 1017

2.

LOST AND FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace ·corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907, fs
LOST KEYS; leather ':L.S.U," keyclmin. Rcwnrd.
299-6941. 10/12

.9c pet wotd per day

L,OST:• lc;tther wallet, holds California Drivers
License. Please call 242-0370 or bring to Marron
Hall, Rm. 105. 10/12
LOST: laundry basket w/clothc5. Please leave at Art
Office or call Christina. 898-7022. I0/ I 2

3.

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE, A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
schola~tic, Clmrts & tables. 345-212$. 10/15
LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES, Prepare now.
Call PENM 842-5200. tfn
TYPING; MA, English, on-campus. 296-8564. fs
TYPINGllst quality; 883-7787, 10/11
SERVE in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233, 277~907, rs
TYPIST EXPERIENCED. 4209 Brocknmnt Nf,,
Legal, medical, manuscripts,
266-4770.
general. 1017
TUTORING AVAI!.Aal.E in aiology, Chemistry,
Physics & Math. For more Information call NCHO
at 277.4731, 1815 Roma NE. 10/37
MEXICAN DANCE INSTRUCTION. lleginning &
intcrmcdintc, 243-7646. 10/7
EXPERT TYPING, 266-4567, 10/10
SI'ANISI1 LESSONS & tutoring, all levels. Call3440334. I0/10
CI,ASSIC'AL GUITAR LESSONS. Segovia melhqd,'
Beginners welcome. 266-9291. IQ/12
FAMOUS QU IV IRA llOOKSHOP and Photogmphy
Gallery is !r, block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special ordcrservicc. I0/3
HELP WITH PAPERS -Typing, editing, revision,
research. 281-3001. 10/13

4.

HOUSING

ROOMMATE NEEDED: must be neat. clean & responsible, Gay or straight. 2 bdrm. apt In NE area.
Above average apt., $85,00 plus V. utilities. 2922495. 10/10
•

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PVZZLI
48 Vehicle
ACROSS
49 Outcast
1 Throw
50 Narratives
briskly
53 Weight of
5 Blrd's claw
India
1 0 Earring
54 Where
location
buses come
14 Opera
in
heroine
58 Narrow
15 Greek
escape: 2
marketplace
words
16 Bath's river 61 Counter17 High
tenor
1 8 "------- --62 Wet nurse
Old Lace" • 63 Pain killer
20 Fields of
64 Easu's
study
home
22 Moray
65 ----City,
23 Mr.
Calif.
Standish
66 Grinding
24 Loom
material
26 Rooter
67 Effortless
27 Sought
DOWN
ambitiously
30 Ship's gear
1 ---34 Teemed
morgana:
35 Edible
Mirage
rootstock
2 Prevaricator
36 Caviar
3 Lazy
source
4 Chief hill of
37 Stubborn
Rome
person:
5 Chinese
Informal
pagoda
38 Peach or
6Gave
plum
consent
40 Information
7 Average
41 Netherlands
Reno visitor
commune
8 City on the
42 Public
Oka
disorder
9 Feminine
43 Hopeful
nickname
weight
10
A
beating
loser
11 Playing field
45 Remote
12 Ulna, for
47 Gaining of
one
fame
13 Finishes

8.· MISCELLANEOUS

(no refunds If canceled before 5 lnsertrons),
Terma; caah In advance.
_ D_.,adllne; )2 no?n for next day's papflt

Puzzle Solved:

A L A c K
I C H 0 R
5 ,u G A R
5 H 0
5 TATE
W~EF E E 5 M
T E E N
5 I T 5
E l
B R A 1 N 5
M 0 Nil
L l L T S
B 0 RIO N
I 5 L E
c0 RES
p E E
BRA 5 5 T
v 0 LUTE L 0
s p 1 RE 5
F
L E AD 5
F L E
A R T
S T R A T F 0
D 0 E
E_ R A 5 E
R
E N D
D l NT 5
R

p A 5 T A

A
p
p
A R
B 0
CA

Slang

31 Angry

32 Observes
carefully
33 Machine
parts
35 Interjection
of annoyance

T
R
E
5

w5

~.._A

A
5 H 1 M
H E R E
0 s E N

~ET

19 Insect's
adult stage
21 Tender
25 Family
origin event
26 Aroused: 2
words
27 Fortified
28 -----Arabia:
Asian
kingdom
29 Heavy
beams
30 Reprimand·
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F·ROOMMAT!l WANTED, 2 bdrm. house, walking
dl~tancc UNM. $125.00 & deposit .. 247)583. 10/10
'
CAMPUS SPECIAL. 1 bdrm., mostly furnished,
ynr(l, OnlY $119.00. 262-1751, Valley Rentals,
$30.00 fee, 10/IZ
4 HLOt;KS TO UNM. Neatly ftlfnishcd I bdrm ..
S90,00. 262-175 I, Valley Rcnta.ls. $30.00
fee. 10/12

5.

FOR SALE

"" grains; Italian&
I' I PES, RARE QLD BRIAR straight
British han<! workman~hip, i.e. the most beautiful
smoke. Savinclli Autograph, Puhlo Orb, & Deluxe.
GllDnnd IRC.Cali266.3679eve$. 10/13
20 USED PORTABLE TVs, $30 to $60. 441
Wyomir1g_NE, 255·5987. · 10/15
1968 VW llUG. Excellent engine, good body. Must
sell. Beth, 881-6357,881-6350. 10/7
HONDA CR 125MX 1974.$350.00 firm. Call Steve,
277-52~5.
10/7
CENTU~ION SUPER·LEMANS; 10-specd, New.
Will take bes! offer. Call after 9 p.m., Charles, 2422325. 10110
•
1975 FORD GRANADA. Red, blk. · intcrioc,
$2,700.01), Gold sofa, $65.00. Chairs, $35.00,
Stereo, $150,00, Bookcase etc, Tina, 255-4815
evenings. 10/12
1968 RAMIREZ Classical guitar, $2,000.00.247-2117
(9.11 a.m.). 10/7
G.E. COLOR TV, ~II transistor, excellent, $160.00. B
& W Tv, $30.00. 268-9153, 10/12
1973 VEGA GT, rebuilt engine, new A/T, AM/FM
tape stereo, black GT Interior; $1100.00. Student
needs money. 268-4782aflernoons. 10/12
RESTORABLE AUSTIN HEALY 3000 1962. Call
Taos I· 758-3421 or 243-5321. $500.00. 10/12
27" TA~ARA bicycle, $100.00, good shape. Factory
picked Lang GS's skis, $75.00. Boots, $25.00. 243·
5321. 10/12
TWO GOOD SEATS to the Dead concert for sale nt
cost. No profit, x5656, before I p.m. 1017
VOICE OF THE THEATRE, Allee A'7 bass eabl·
nets, New, custom built, reinforced against resonance. Will precisely tune port for your woofer.
$250.00 for pair. Robin, 256-3475. I 0/

6.

UNITED Feature Syndicate

m<~rron.Hall tm.

ATTI!NTION Blacks, Chicanos, Native Americans,
men - the Coliegc or Nursing Mi1mrity Program
has t1Horing available for Chem. lll & Chem: 212;
Bio. 237 & llio. 239; Math 102; & Nurs. 239. Call
277-2507 or c\lme ·to Nprth C~mpus, Nursing
/Plwmacy llldg., Rm. 155. 10/11
CHEAP WATERBEDS! Water Trips. $89.95 buys
yo1• I l dark walnut stained frame, 2) Sl\fety liner,~)
Joa1\J comfort pad, 4) any slze mal!ress with 3-year
guurun!ee; $89.95· 3407 Central NE. 255·
2289. II /I
TIRED Of TV DINNERS'/ Here's a simpl~ and in:
~xpensivc ·recipe crca(er;l by nutrHionally-mindcd
studc!lls at RPI, uses only one pan,takeslcssthan
10 minutes, and can tas(e different every night in
thewcok. Send $ t .00 ph1s stamped, self-addressed
envelope to Recipe, Box 810,. Maywood, N.J.
07607. 10/7

9.

. Public Skating
.....M-F12,3.pm. & 8-10-pm.
Sat, & Sun.:24 p.m,.& 8·l() p.m.

·Admission

FELINES

'

FREE-~ male kitten~. 243-4102. 10/1.3
FREE KITTENS & young cats, many colors. 8772517. 10/7

'

$150 for adults
$100 for children under 12.
Skate Rentals SOc

Campus groups
• • • •
Why·not have an
ice sk.at.ing.party?
For information call:
David Fosfer
255-2715
9· a.m. ·to 5 p.m.

EMPLQYMENT

Work in the PEACE CORPS. Ortega 233. 2775907. fs
WANTED PART TIME help as Security Guards.
Ho11r~ nexible. Call 5.1 .A .. 242-5261; tl/14
PART TIME, 6·10 p.m., six women to do phone
work. Earn $3.00 to $3.50 per hr. in salary &
born"cs. Arriving In Albuquerque Frid;~y, 9 a.m. &
will be interviewing all day Friday, Saturday & Sunday. Contact Frank Panzer at Howard Johnson
Motor Lodge, 243-5693, to/7
PART TIME WORK, S400.00 monthly salary. Call
RR1·4585afterl:OOonly. 1017

7.

· We're Open!

TRAVEL

When you're giving a party ...
Why not be the smarty ...
&'plan a FLESTA WITH PUNCH!
Then your friends won't be tardy
And they'll drink hale and hearty.
'Cause JUAREZ is the

CAR POOL TO SCHOOL! I.T.C. t2·6, 265·
9860. 10/18
CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS? Think now, ny laterJ
Reservations at Intercontinental Travel Centre, 126,265-9860. 10/18

"BESTA THE BUNCH"!

R D 0 N

E L II C
E E 5 E

39 Decay
40 Become
fewer
42 Lift
44 Chilled
46 Of little
value
47 Waitress
49 Occupa_nt's
contract
50 Saurel fish
51 ----mate(
52 Score in
hockey
53 Feign
55 Entreaty
56 American
inventor
· 57 Can. Conservative
59 Ascertain
60 Noun suffix

High Fidelity Sound
In Your Car
For Under $200.00.

Come to Sound Ideas for a demonstration of the best-sounding,
car cassette system for under $200 in town. Our mobile system
features the TC-17 by Sony and two (2) of our custom-made air
suspension speakers in solid odk or black walnut enclosures.
The Sound laeas price for the complete system is $186. We're
offering these other Sony models for significant savings when
you buy the speakers ot Sound Ideas (the speakers are not
included in the prices listed below.)
Tape deck price
.Sony Model

. TC 28
TC34
TC 17
TC26F
The Sound Ideas lislenlng too1ni
aro open Monday and Thursday

evenings until 8:00 pm, and
othol days until 6:00pm, closod
Sundays.

TC30

·Tape deck price
if bought aiono

$180
$225
$108
$153
$180

If speakers bought

at same tlmo

$200
$250
$120
$170

$200

Sounoloeas

1624 Eubank NE, Albuquerque; 292·1188

,,

